
1 | Monotasking: Embrace the Mono
Sad fact: our brains are a mess. They’re a beautiful, miraculous mess — capable of extraordinary things — but a mess nonetheless.  
They fail us daily, in ways large and small. 

As a species — especially a species existing in a fast-paced, stimuli-rich world — we don’t exactly set our 
brains up for success. We bombard it with both information and interference, regularly asking it to do  
things it’s just not built to do. (Just ask neuroscientist and Adam Gazzaley, MD, PhD, who lays it all out 
quite nicely in this Ted Talk).

Our brains’ natural limitations — specifically in attention and working memory — immediately come  
into play when we try to multitask (or what Dave Crenshaw calls “switch tasking” in his acclaimed book 
The Myth of Multitasking). The reality is that the brain is a natural monotasker. Switch tasking comes with  
a demonstrated “switch cost,” most notably in task accuracy and speed, but also in mental fatigue. 

Here’s the hard part: we are (and our teams are) all in the habit of multitasking. Moving toward monotasking  
will take practice. Reduce the distractions. Use a time blocking approach to set dedicated calendar slots for particular work items.  
Learn how to take small, effective breaks. It can be done. 

Interested in learning more about this topic? You’ll want to check out Cal Newport (author of Deep Work) and Dr. Gloria Mark  
(author of Attention Span: A Groundbreaking Way to Restore Balance, Happiness and Productivity).

2 | To Screen or Not to Screen? 
Let’s just get this out of the way: virtual meetings are — and should be — here to stay. But… but… 

Patrick Lencioni lays out eight problems with video conferencing that are very real (and most of which you 
have probably felt at one time or another). This is in no way some sort of anti-technology let’s-get-back-to-
the-good-ol-days rant; it’s a spot-on analysis of why on-screen meetings differ from in-person meetings. 

He’s quick to acknowledge the place for virtual meetings, but says, “I think we’ve all become a little 
complacent about the serious benefits of natural, face-to-face communication.”

Read this not to bash virtual meetings, but rather to remind ourselves of the very real benefits of being 
together. Then, challenge yourself — and your team — to ask the question: 

What kind of meeting is best for the purpose at hand? 

3 | Odds and Ends:
•  The solar eclipse was cool! Here are some pix.

•  One of our favorite illustrations around the eclipse was created by María Jesús Contreras.  
See more of her amazing work here.

•  Baseball. Is. Back! Here are seven glorious minutes of highlights from the opening week. 

3 things from EP 
to make life 

better.

Emanuelson-Podas produces the 3on13 Newsletter on the 13th of every month in the hopes of putting in your hands three things that will help 
make your life better. Entries may include quotes, reminders, jokes, random recipes, book recommendations, advice, or anything else that might 
make you think, make you smile, or make you a better, happier human being. Got something worth sharing? Send it to 3on13@epinc.com
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https://gazzaley.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tiANn5PZ4BI
https://www.amazon.com/Myth-Multitasking-Doing-Gets-Nothing/dp/0470372257
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeblocking
https://calnewport.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Deep-Work-Focused-Success-Distracted-ebook/dp/B00X47ZVXM/ref=sr_1_1?dib=eyJ2IjoiMSJ9.ylAPvtXdmddJYZ7cQSiSNpE0WFy117gnHF-s4U4Any3K8llIXbGv2HzOzQFxdTptdEhBs6qEB6Tk1ehwoqt0DqOkGZxmyN4fSPZ2C6wy6mp6noyiV0FhNkfV09jCwZL49EVFYy0dGlXW3xVJZNeePOT_ps4PtePkdapvhWzUjcUS9bKnwZ24XyMTH-4RiHdrJAeGEqI2Yid0aiJJ6NCdLly_Qy7nLsz-WuFyxsyYFxs.0sbJvZEIPX01aADDSS927xUwoC7ivc21GBBRXe5rzfw&dib_tag=se&hvadid=580750495625&hvdev=c&hvlocphy=9019795&hvnetw=g&hvqmt=e&hvrand=3705295670517266199&hvtargid=kwd-411166873563&hydadcr=22566_13493360&keywords=%27deep+work%27+by+cal+newport&qid=1712762710&sr=8-1
https://gloriamark.com/about/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1335449418?tag=gloriamark23-20
https://www.tablegroup.com/218-zoom-out/
https://www.tablegroup.com/218-zoom-out/
https://time.com/6964865/total-solar-eclipse-photos-2024/
https://www.mariajesuscontreras.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e5pp0g5dSmw
mailto:3on13%40epinc.com?subject=
https://behavioralscientist.org/the-everyday-supercommunicators-who-get-groups-in-sync/

